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Over the last few months, we have been providing weekly headlines only since our Innovate UK 

funding ended in March 2015.  

Our news service has been available since October 2005. Our Housing LIN and Telecare LIN 

membership database exceeds 40,000 people from around the world. 

From January 2016 we are now back with a monthly Telecare LIN roundup as well as 

maintaining weekly headlines together with daily news via Twitter (follow @clarkmike and 

#TLINnews).   

As in the past, we will be continuing to bring you an extensive curated coverage of digital health 

and technology enabled care references from the UK and around the world including telehealth, 

telecare, mobile health, telemedicine, ehealth, smart home technologies and Internet of Things. 

We will also be including more in the future on health informatics (including electronic health 

and care records), big data, artificial intelligence as well as health and care robotics.    

Weekly Headlines  

 
Accenture's top five digital health trends for 2016 - via MobiHealthNews 
 
Mount Sinai Launches Mobile App to Allow Patients Access to Medical Records - via  
hitconsultant 
 
Google's My Activity reveals just how much it knows about you - via guardian 
 
Quiet revolution puts occupational therapists at the forefront of healthcare - via guardian 
 
Brexit and housing: Radical ideas wanted (Mark Easton) - via BBCNews 
 
Referendum decision is a bitter pill for the NHS and social care (Richard Vize) - via guardian 
 
A perfect storm: the coming health and social care crisis for older people - via ConversationUK 
 
From the U.S. Best Buy offers free consultations for upgrading your house with new tech - via  
verge 
 
Event Digital Health and Care Congress 2016 - 5-6 June, London #kfdigital - via TheKingsFund 
 
Can Artificial Intelligence Replace Executive Decision Making? - via mitsmr 
 
Voting closes on @Tech4GoodAwards on 5 July - 28 finalists - via Tech4GoodAwards  
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Technology has helped transform care – Sharon Eustice on Cornwall telehealth programme - 
via NHSEngland 
 
You can now tell Amazon’s Alexa assistant what skills to learn - via TheNextWeb 
 
Budget cuts leave occupational therapy posts unfilled as referrals rise - via guardian 
 
Occupational therapists' role: 'We save money and improve quality of life - via guardian 
 
@TechCityUK & partners working to help overcome issues that tech companies might face 
following Referendum - via TechCityUK  
 
NHS trust offers nurses & mental health carers free counselling to get over the referendum vote 
- via MailOnline 
 
Hands on with India's £3 smartphone - via BBCNews 
 
Robot lawyer' fights parking tickets - via BBCNews 
 
World’s first ‘robot lawyer’ defends UK drivers – £3 million parking tickets overturned - via  
trustedreviews 
 
Paybills and planned care targeted in huge NHS savings drive - via HSJnews (£ subs) 
 
Brexit’s Brutal Blow to the NHS - via HuffingtonPost 
 
Nokia Launches Remote Patient Monitoring Partnership - via mHealthIntel 
 
Why getting doctors to adopt technology is crucial for a digital healthcare boom - via techcirclein 
 
UK tech firms unite to push against 'Texit' - via guardian 
 
Calls for new department to oversee health and social care integration - via psenews 
 
NHS workers: what does Brexit mean for your job and the health service? - via guardian 
 
More people in less space: rapid urbanisation threatens global health | Seth Berkley - via  
guardian 
 
Brexit is not good news for the NHS – here’s why - via ConversationUK 
 
PM signs plan with Cisco to advance digitization of Israel (incl #digitalhealth) - via 
IsraelHayomEng 
 
West of England begins digital health pilot to help people with diabetes - via digitalhealth2 
 
eRedbook linked up to screening data - via digitalhealth2 
 
Whitehall ‘wellbeing’ department should join up health and social care provision - via  
public_finance_ 
 
Patient management gets digital makeover at Dartford and Gravesham - via digihealthnews 
 
Innovative technologies could save millions of lives in the developing world - via kevinmd 
 
Pillo robot uses AI for medication & respond to health queries through voice activation - via  
Design_Week 
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Why the healthcare industry's move to cloud computing is accelerating - via cloud_comp_news 
 
Electronic health records and digital clerical work are strongly linked to burnout - via TIME 
 
Digital snake oil' is misplaced medtech insult - via USATODAY 
 
Latest digital health blog: guest blog from Dr Philip Scott, University of Portsmouth - via  
WessexAHSN 
 
Brexit and the NHS: what now for digital health? - via SalusDigital 
 
Osaka startup releases updated robot doll to keep older people company - via japantimes 
 
How Artificial Intelligence Is Changing the Face of Digital Health - via VentureClash 
 
Avoiding the Unintended Consequences of Screening for Social Determinants of Health - via  
JAMA_current 
 
Top 4 Emerging Tech Trends in Healthcare Big Data Analytics - via HITAnalytics 
 
Why there is no beta in health care - via Recode 
 
Can Digital Communication, mHealth Boost Patient Satisfaction? - via PEHealthIT 
 
Ochsner use connected devices, texts to bring 2 out of 3 hypertension patients within range - 
via MobiHealthNews 
 
Survey: Patient adoption of digital tools is low, but interest is high - via MobiHealthNews 
 
This wearable device monitors signs of distress in people with autism, and alerts their 
caregivers - via wef 
 
US Healthcare records offered for sale online - via BBCNews 
 
A few ways the Brexit might affect digital health in Europe - via MobiHealthNews 
 
The Known Unknowns for London’s Digital Health Community - via DHealthLDN 
 
Google says machine learning is the future. So I tried it myself (Alex Hern) - via guardian 
 
Study - Feasibility of an Immersive Virtual Reality Intervention for Hospitalized Patients - via  
Study 
 
Pulling the Article 50 ‘Trigger’: Parliament’s Indispensable Role - via ukcla 
 
Mobile app uses analytics to predict hospital readmissions - via FierceHealth 
 
AlphaGo taught itself how to win, but without humans it would have run out of time - via  
guardian 
 
Health secretary tells EU staff 'you are a crucial part of our NHS - via NursingTimes 
 
NHS Tayside facing £175m cuts over 5 years - via Evening_Tele 
 
Jeremy Hunt calls for second referendum on terms of EU exit - via itvnews 
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15 finalists from across Europe announced for@AALProgramme #SmartAgeing prize - via  
AALProgramme  
 
Digital government won’t miss the EU - via UKAuthority 
 
Tech Bringing the Deaf and Hearing Worlds Together - via WIRED 
 
Cedars-Sinai Unveils Therapeutic Virtual Reality to Enhance Patient Experience - via  
hitconsultant 
 
Martin McKee: Brexit and health—the confusion grows - via bmj_latest 
 
Brexit: Tech leaders try to paint bright Brexit future - via BBCRoryCJ 
 
Transforming mental health conference - The future is digital - via NHSEngland 
 
Six New Medical Technologies Worth Watching - via WSJ 
 
Five Ways Virtual Reality Will Transform Healthcare - via SamsungBizUSA 
 
Can a digital nudge help doctors do the right thing when it comes to patient care? - via  
WSJ 
 
Meet Cozmo, the robot with a personality which evolves - via MailOnline 
 
Could a painless breath test replace daily finger prick for diabetics? - via Telegraph 
 
What Does Brexit Mean For The UK's NHS And Healthcare In Europe? - via Forbes 
 
Hunt tells 110,000 EU staff 'you are a crucial part of our NHS - via HSJnews 
 
Five models for post-Brexit UK trade (Norway pays same per capita for EEA as UK for EU) - via  
BBCNews 
 
Dr Chris Mimnagh: Post Brexit, the NHS is ours to save or scupper - via GPonlinenews 
 
How Telemedicine Is Transforming Health Care - via WSJ 
 
Brexit will add to NHS money woes, says pharma - via pharmaphorum 
 
EU referendum: UK science wakes up to new future - via BBCNews 
 
New Shadow Health Secretary announced – Diane Abbott - via guardian 
 
A firestorm of uncertainty now menaces the NHS - via HSJnews 
 
Brexit: What it could mean for digital health - via digitalhealth2 
 
How red bags are bringing NHS and care homes closer - via BBCNews 
 
Are people who are depressed more likely to be affected by diabetes? - via MailOnline 
 
Don't come Mondays, & Google symptoms first - GPs' tips on getting more from your 
appointment? - via Telegraph 
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Dozens of files containing 'patients' personal details discovered in a cabinet bought on eBay - 
via MailOnline 
 
Wheelchair-bound care resident wins in fight for free provision of his emergency alarm - via  
Southwark_News 
 
Brexit and Cameron resignation – what could it mean for social care? - via CommunityCare 
 
Iain Duncan Smith backtracks on leave side's £350m NHS claim - via guardian 
 
Robot doll designed to 'talk' with older people - via JapanToday 
 
Focus on staff engagement to drive service user take up of digital social care - via TheInfoDaily 
 
The other NHS crisis: the overworked nurses who are leaving in despair - via guardian 
 
Why Silicon Valley is embracing universal basic income - via guardian 
 
Alphabet unveils robot dog capable of cleaning the house - via guardian 
 
British tech firms eye relocation after Brexit vote - via guardian 
 
Scotland leads the way in healthcare at a distance - via TheScotsman 
 
Google is not going to replace your doctor – yet | Celine Gounder - via guardian 
 
What does Brexit mean for the NHS? - via BBCHughPym 
 
Tracking bands could underestimate exercise by up to 40% - small study - via MailOnline 
 
Can Google Glass help autistic children read faces? - via MailOnline 
 
Is the NHS finally going to pay for innovation? - Picking up the Pace - via keithgrimes 
 
From 'Hospital to Phone' is next step - via Lucien Engelen 
 
Danish firm creates “first” IoT hearing aid - via ElectronicsNews 
 
The three ages of digital - via TechCrunch 
 
The Challenge Of Taking Health Apps Beyond The Well-Heeled - via NPR 
 
NHSMail 2 rolled out to 200,000 NHS staff - via digitalhealth2 
 
CSP welcomes opportunity for physios to influence digital strategies - via thecsp 
 
The Rocky Road of Evaluation for Digital Health Tools - via natlawreview 
 
Good digital leaders are likely to be young and new to you, says PwC - via PublicTech 
 
Lessons from New York for NHS integration - via nhenews 
 
Here’s why Apple HealthKit, CareKit stand to have a big impact on healthcare - via  
medcitynews 
 
Local digital roadmaps: a long way to go, not much time to get there - via digitalhealth2 
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Digital roadmaps a hunt for scalable tech - via digitalhealth2 
 
Digital roadmaps deadline "Unrealistic" - IT directors - via digitalhealth2 
 
The tech making a difference to social care - article about Konnektis - via guardian 
 
Elon Musk's open source OpenAI - working on a robot for household chores - via ZDNet 
 
Google tackles challenge of how to build an honest robot - via STcom 
 
Virtual doctors in UK helping patients in Zambia - via BBCNews 
 
NHS support for patients in Wales with learning disabilities - via BBCNews 
 
The Victorians had the same concerns about technology as we do - via ConversationUK 
 
GALE, a Smart First Aid Kit Backed by Real Clinicians - via Medgadget 
 
Is It Fair To Call Digital Health Apps Today's "Snake Oil"? - via FastCompany 
 
In Health, what can England learn from Scotland - via TheKingsFund 
 
NHS England offers £131k salary for director of digital experience - via V3_co_uk 
 

 

 

 

 

 
News headlines prepared by Mike Clark (@clarkmike) and brought to you by the Telecare 
LIN  

Disclaimer: “We provide this newsletter for information purposes only and TelecareLIN 
nor the authors accept any liability whatsoever for inaccuracies, errors or omissions 
therein or for any consequences arising therefrom.” 
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